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Abstract
In this paper, detailed insights are given into the computation of fiber diameters from discretized binary
images, for example a segmented CT-scan of a fiber reinforced composite. Similar methods can be used
to predict the pore size distribution of a digital rock or the grain size distribution for a FIB-SEM image
of a battery electrode. The explored methods make use of the Euclidean Distance Transform. Both the
discretization of a 3D object and the computation of the distance transform introduce errors in the size
computation. These errors will be discussed in detail using artificial discretized images. As result, a
method is presented to predict the size computation error with sub-voxel precision for specific
structures. At the end of the paper the presented method is applied to a real CT-scan of a short glass-
fiber reinforced composite.
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1 Introduction
One property of interest in the analysis of fiber reinforced composite materials and pore networks is the
estimation of the radii of the appearing structures. Building upon the work of Silin and Patzek on maxi-
mal inscribed spheres [1], even more sophisticated methods have since been designed. Although the
error of these methods with relation to diameter estimation is often only taken note of, understanding
it can be of great help choosing a resolution, which allows for fast computation with only small errors.
In this work we examine the error produced by pore size and fiber diameter estimation algorithms using
Euclidean Distance Transforms (EDT) on binary image data.
In application, this binary image data is fetched from 3D µCT-scans of e.g. sandstone or fiber reinforced
composites. However, this does not lend itself well to the testing and validating of new or adapted algo-
rithms, since we do not know the analytic truth of the objects in the discretized scan. In the process of
understanding the errors and testing different algorithms and configurations, we mainly use artificial
binary image data created with Math2Market’s software GeoDict [2]. This enables us to control the pa-
rameters for creating the different test structures as e.g. the diameters and the centers of the created
fibers and investigate their impact on the different algorithms. Even more important is, that we can mea-
sure the exact error of the diameter estimation to the ground truth generated by GeoDict. We later use
the image data of a real 3D µCT scan to compute the fiber diameters for a realistic man-made fibrous
material.
In the artificially created image data, the objects are described via a center, an orientation and their
overall shape. From this description, the discretized binary image will be generated, where voxels belong
to a certain object if and only if their center point lies within the analytical object. From this voxelized
objects, we want to estimate the diameter of the former analytic object description, defined as the
shortest line going through the non-voxelized object and its center point (as in Chebyshev center, see
Section 2) or, in the case of fibers, its centerline. Although it may seem counter intuitive, we use this
definition, since it facilitates comparison to other algorithms, which use inscribed spheres [1], [3], [4]
because this definition is equivalent to being able to inscribe a sphere of diameter d in an object if the
diameter of that object is at least d.
In our tests, we focus only on algorithms using a Euclidean Distance Transform (EDT) for computing the
diameter distribution. A Euclidean Distance Transform is a scalar field, where for each voxel/pixel in
3D/2D a value is assigned, which is the minimal distance from this voxel/pixel center to the nearest vo-
xel/pixel center that is not of the specified material. That means e.g. for a void sphere in a rock that each
voxel inside this sphere is assigned a value, which represents the distance to the center of the nearest
voxel of the rock. For a spherical shape, the local maximum of this distance map is an estimation of the
diameter of the sphere. Since this distance transform can be computed in linear time with respect to the
number of input voxel [5], [6] it plays an essential role in many of the algorithms estimating pore sizes
[1], [3], [4], [7]. Since our results hold for the general use of EDTs on uniform grids, they can be used in
other image processing applications as well.
During this work, we made use of a watershed-based segmentation algorithm to propagate radius in-
formation of the EDT through the image. This algorithm can exclude some error terms not caused by
discretization, as discussed later in Section 2. A watershed-based algorithm for pore network extraction
was already described by Rabbani et al. [8]. Although they mention the possibility to extract pore sizes
with this approach, they do not address this in more detail. Thus, they also do not consider the influence
of the distance map on the error of the diameter estimation.
Our results are meant to better understand the errors introduced by discretized uniform grids and the
EDT to improve the algorithms predicting sizes in 3D images with a given resolution. In the past, other
attempts on reducing the error term further to a sub-voxel precise estimation were made, using e.g.
discrete density in each voxel instead of a binary image [3].
We restrict the theoretical part of this work to discretized straight fibers and spheres as structures em-
bedded in a 3D grid. The results, however, are also applicable in the 2D case.
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2 Material and methods
For the sake of clarity, we introduce the following definitions and symbols.
Center: The analytical center c of an object o ⊂Rn is the set of points c which fulfill

Radius/Diameter: The analytical diameter d and radius r of an object o are defined as

3 Error sources in pore size estimation algorithms
In the computation of fiber diameters several different error sources must be considered. Methods must
be found that eliminate, or at least reduce these error sources, if we want to look only at the error
induced by discretization. In the following, we will list those, that we found to have a large impact and
can be circumvented completely or to a certain degree by adapting the algorithm used.
Step Size: In the first version of the maximal inscribed spheres algorithm for pore size estimation [1], a
step size was used to incrementally approximate the radius of the maximal inscribed sphere. Thus, no
EDT was necessary to estimate pore sizes. However, the use of an EDT was encouraged to speed up the
computation. This step size restriction imposes an error on the diameter estimation that highly depends
on the relation of the step size to the diameter of the pore. As this information is not available
beforehand, the error introduced by the step size can vary largely with only small adjustments to it.
Fortunately, one can directly use the value of the EDT for each voxel as it is the radius of the maximal
inscribed sphere and thus omit this error, instead of trying to fit spheres with radii varying by step size.
This was used e.g. by Arand and Hesser [3].
Mislabeled Voxels: After the identification of the maximal inscribed sphere, which is centered in a certain
voxel, all voxels inside this sphere are labeled with the radius of the sphere if this value is larger than their
current one (initialized with 1). However, there are shapes that cannot be accurately approximated by
spheres, especially in lower resolutions. Thus, it happens that voxels near the boundary of objects do get
assigned small values, although being part of a larger pore, which then have a negative impact on the
estimated diameter. This problem was tackled with so called master and slave inscribed spheres [1].
However, it still has a large impact on the estimation of pores with diameter 4 or less using this
approach.
This problem can be solved to a great extent by switching to another approach not using inscribed
spheres but water shedding to propagate radius information. We use the watershed algorithm later to
demonstrate the approximation of the discretization error.
Throat and Pore Merging: A common approach in pore network extraction algorithms is the
identification of throats and the merging of pores where the throat size between pores relative to the
respective pore sizes is to large [3], [9].
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Normally, the throat detection has no influence on the estimated pore size, if no pore merging is
performed. Since the pore merging has an impact on the error in the diameter estimation, we performed
no pore merging in our algorithms.

4 Discretization error
Due to the discretization of the artificially created analytical data to a uniform grid, we get an error that
can have a large impact on the quality of the computation for the analytic description. In order to
estimate this discretization error, we differ between the following two errors, as they can be
independently described and can be used to approximate the complete discretization error afterwards
if combined.
EDT-error: This is the error we can observe if the objects analytical center and the voxel center coincide.
The error is then the smallest distance from the object’s analytical boundary to the next voxel center
outside the object. This coincides with the overestimation of the real diameter by the Euclidean Distance
Transform (cf. Fig. 1a).

This error is exact for objects that are spheres, but only upper bounds for other shapes. This is due to
the error measuring only the smallest distance from a voxel center to the boundary of the sphere with
the radius of the EDT and not the smallest distance to the actual object, which might be smaller.
Displacement error: This is the negative distance from the objects analytical center to the closest voxel
center (cf. Fig. 1b).

Depending on the structure of the object, the distribution of this error can differ largely. For example
axis-aligned fibers will in average have a smaller displacement error than a sphere. The point on the
centerline of the axis aligned fiber that has shortest distance to the center of the voxel will always be at
the midpoint of the intersection of the centerline and the voxel. This can be seen by picking a random
point on a plane and measuring the distance to the center. Obviously, this results in a smaller average
distance to the center than picking a random point inside the whole voxel.
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Fig. 1: 1a) The arrow to the voxel center, which is orthogonal to the object’s boundary exemplifies one of the distances the EDT-er-
ror is minimized over. It is important to note that the objects center and a voxel center coincide. 1b) The arrow shows the
displacement from the objects center to the voxel center and thus the negative displacement error.

voxel center

- errdisp

(b) displacement example

object center

voxel center

erredt

(a) EDT-error example

object boundary

(Eq. 4)

(Eq. 5)
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Leaving out the other error respectively, these errors show a direct impact on the estimated diameter. If
the center of an object oi does not coincide with a voxel center, the measured radius (assuming we have
no EDT-error) at the center of the voxel is roi+ errdisp underestimating the real sphere radius. If we do not
have any displacement, but an EDT-error, the measured radius will be roi + errEDT overestimating the
radius.
The complete approximated discretization error is an interplay of those two errors. Since, in general, an
object o is not centered in cv, we are not able to estimate the EDT-error of that object, but that of an
inscribed sphere s centered in cv.
Because the EDT-error is only dependent on the radius of the inscribed sphere at the voxel center for
which we want to compute the EDT, the EDT-error can be described as a scalar valued function, taking
the radius of the sphere centered in a voxel center as a parameter.

Further, let the radius for which we want to know the errEDT be described by rv, i.e. the maximal radius
for an inscribed sphere at the center of the voxel v in which the chebychev center of o is contained.

This leads us to a description of the approximation of the complete discretization error errdisc.

That this is only an approximation is exemplified in Fig. 2. Since we look for the EDT-error of a certain
shape, the real object, which diameter we want to estimate, may differ from this shape and thus, also the
EDT-error. The specific EDT-error for a certain object, which we compute for the maximal inscribed sphe-
re, might only occur at a voxel, which however, still is inside the object, while the voxel center that has
minimal distance to the objects center and is outside the object is a different one.
This formula fulfills what we described earlier when only looking at one error while neglecting the other.
If in Eq. 8 the EDT-error tends to 0 we get the displacement error and the other way round when the
displacement error tends to 0, we only have the EDT-error of that object.
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Fig. 2: The EDT-error, which we compute for the maximal inscribed sphere might only occur for the voxel at the red cross, while the
voxel center that has minimal distance to the objects center (gray cross) and is outside the object is a different one (blue
cross).

maximal inscribed
sphere

object boundary

chebychev center

(Eq. 6)

(Eq. 7)

(Eq. 8)
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So, the last step is to find a way to compute the EDT-error given by Eq. 4 so that we can use it in Eq. 8.
Luckily, we can numerically compute this distance in cubic time with respect to the radius. Therefore, we
place the object of a specific size and orientation with its center coinciding with that of a voxel into a 3D
uniform grid, compute the EDT and extract the maximum. Additionally, one can also set up a look-up
table for the EDT-error as a preprocessing step. This look-up-table can be used for all resolutions, since
it is given in voxel side lengths. When computing the expected discretization error, we then make a look
up on this table to find the EDT-error fitting to the current diameter. As we already know, this error is
dependent on the structure and the orientation of the object we look upon and thus must be computed
anew for different shapes and orientations. A plot of such a look-up-table for spheres can be seen in
Fig. 3. The overall structure of all EDT-error plots can be explained by the sphere representing the Eucli-
dean distance growing larger and thus drawing nearer to the closest voxel center, which explains the
downward slope, until it includes this center and a different one becomes the closest voxel center, which
however has a larger distance by construction and thus the upward jump in the plot.
If we want to estimate the expected error for a diameter 2ro, we have to insert the displacement, as
evident in Eq. 8. However, we do not know the displacement, nor even the center of the objects. Thus,
we have to average the displacement. Unfortunately, we find that the direct use of the average displace-
ment does not yield good results which are similar to the measured error, since the function of the EDT-
error is oscillating heavily (cf. Fig. 3) and small deviations in the displacement average would lead to very
different results. If we instead include the distribution of displacements (cf. Fig. 4) in the computation
and average over all displacements with their respective probability, we get a sub-voxel precise appro-
ximation of what the error looks like (cf. Fig. 5). These are, like the EDT-error, again dependent on the
structure of the objects we want to observe. Basically, we must decide whether there is a single center
point, a center line, or even a center plane and how they lie in R3. For the sake of simplicity and brevity,
we will continue with two basic shapes, namely a sphere and a straight fiber, to exemplify the different
errors.

5 Results
The measured results in this section were produced by an EDT computation followed by a filtering of the
local maxima as seeds for the watershed segmentation that is applied afterwards to propagate radius
information. The measured diameter is the average over the diameters of all voxels belonging to the
structures. The diameter of the not yet discretized objects is incremented by 0.1 voxel lengths, starting
with 2.0 and ending with 30.0. For each diameter 5 different images were generated with the specified
objects of given diameter and orientation.
Spheres: In order to compute the probability for each displacement with uniform distribution of point
draws inside the voxel, we can look at the derivative of the function describing the volume of the sphere
with radius r intersected with a cube of edge length 1. The value of this function at a certain radius r is
the relative likelihood that a random point inside the voxel has distance r to its center. We then only
need to change the sign, since the displacement error should be negative. Afterwards, we do a weighted
averaging over the EDT-error with the probability density function for the displacement as weights as
depicted in Eq. 9. Using this averaging, we get a good approximation of the discretization error as shown
in Fig. 5.

with

The limit of in the integral originates from the maximal displacement a point can obtain in a voxel
with side length one.
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Axis Aligned fibers: Analogously to the sphere case, we can take the same equation for the complete
error (Eq. 8), but with a different EDT-error (cf. Fig. 6) and different displacement distribution (cf. Fig. 7).
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Fig. 3: EDT-error of axis aligned fibers with centerline through voxel center.

Fig. 4: Probability density function for centerline displacements of axis aligned fibers (P(x)).

Fig. 5: Measured error of the diameter estimation method (blue) in comparison to the predicted/approximated discretization error
using the results and equations above (red).
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Fig. 6: EDT-error of axis aligned fibers with centerline through voxel center.

Fig. 7: Probability density function for centerline displacements of axis aligned fibers (P(x)).

Fig. 8: Measured error of the diameter estimation method (blue) in comparison to the predicted/approximated discretization error
using the results and equations above (red).
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Arbitrary oriented fibers: As already mentioned above, arbitrary oriented fibers impose additional chal-
lenges for the error estimation. Since we have multiple orientations, the first challenge is that the setup
of the EDT look-up-table becomes more difficult. In order to get a single EDT error value for a specific
diameter without information about the orientation, one would have to average over all possible ori-
entations, which may not give accurate results. Another challenge is the description of the displace-
ment, since we again would have to average over all possible orientations.
Unfortunately, even for configurations with all fibers showing in the same direction (but not necessarily
in the direction of an axis), we cannot predict the discretization error as precisely as we can for the axis
aligned fibers and spheres (cf. Fig. 9,10). We suspect this deviation to be caused by the underestimati-
on of the EDT-error, as described earlier in Section 2.2 and Fig. 2. Assuming our error estimation for-
mula (Eq. 8) is correct, there may be two possible reasons for the measured error to show a deviation
in the positive direction. The first is that the displacement error is smaller than expected. This, however,
seems unlikely, since we generated the displacement distribution function for these cases with random
sampling of fiber centerlines. This is the same way the fibers in the image are generated. The second
possible reason is an underestimation of the EDT-error. That this error can occur was exemplified in
Fig. 2. We can see in Eq. 8 that an underestimation of the EDT-error leads to an overestimation of the
complete discretization error. Unfortunately, we currently have no method to sort out the underesti-
mations in the EDT-error.
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Fig. 9: Expected and measured error scatter plot for fibers which lie diagonally in a plane.

Fig. 10: Expected and measured error scatter plot for fibers which lie diagonally in a cube.
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6 Application
The algorithm with which we identified the discretization error already became part of Math2Market’s
GeoDict module FiberFind. In order to validate our approach, we compared this algorithm with the mo-
dified Maximum Ball algorithm (mMBa) by Arand and Hesser [3] adapted to binary image data on some
real CT-scan of a short glass-fiber reinforced composite (Fig. 11). Additionally, to a similar behavior on
the artificial data sets, the results show a good similarity between the two algorithms (Fig. 12).
The diameter analysis on the real CT-scan introduces additional errors on the domain boundary as the
structure is not periodic. Furthermore, real images contain noise. With the FiberFind algorithm the noise
and the fiber fragments at the domain boundary can be removed, but in the case under consideration
this has no big influence on the result and the resulting mean diameter is approximately 13.6 voxel
lengths.
Computing the fiber orientation tensor with FiberFind it is found that most fibers point in direction of
the X-axis, so the situation is close to the case shown in Fig. 8. Looking at this image one can assume
that the fiber diameter is underestimated by approximately 0.5 voxels. So, we assume the real fiber dia-
meter to be around 14 voxel lengths.
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Fig. 11: Image of the 3D scan of a short glass-fiber reinforced composite.

Fig. 12: Result histogram of the recognized pore sizes with their respective volume fraction of a 512x512x512 voxel large CT-scan.
We compare two algorithms with mMBa being the adapted version of Arand & Hesser’s algorithm [3] and FiberFind the one
implemented in GeoDict [2].
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7 Discussion
In this work, we analyzed fiber diameter and pore size estimation algorithms that are based on a version
of maximal inscribed spheres. We characterized the different error sources and found an algorithm that
allowed us to take a closer look on the discretization error in the radius computation of the methods.
Furthermore, we found a way to estimate the discretization error by representing it as an interplay of
two error terms which can be independently described, but unfortunately do influence each other in the
context of radius computation. The equation for the interplay of those errors is dependent on the struc-
tures we expect to see in the image. Furthermore, the error estimation we presented is restricted to
binary images and is exemplified with three dimensional data. We found our error estimation method
to work exceptionally well with discretized spheres and axis aligned fibers, however we also found short-
comings of our error estimation method related to arbitrary oriented shapes. Nonetheless, we think that
the insights we give in the error of the EDT imposed by discretization, can possibly be used in an error
correction step by maximal inscribed sphere algorithms using EDT and in the field of image processing
in general.
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